How to remove f150 door panel

Time Required: First door up to 45 min, second door about 30 min, depending on your
experience. The first photo shows removal of the inner door handle shroud. This piece is
snapped into place or held with a single screw so remove with care so the tabs don't break. This
is held in place with some snap clips so carefully pry the module straight up off the door.
Disconnect the wires at the connector. Be careful since some connectors lock into the
connected position. Look for the release tab if the connectors are hard to get apart. Near the
center of the photo you can see a bolt head in the switch module cavity. This is one of the
screws or bolts holding the panel onto the door. Remove this bolt. Shows removal of the screws
holding the panel in place. Look along the edge of the panel, there are several screws,
especially along the bottom edge. With panel screws all removed, carefully lift the door panel up
and away from the door, but only a few inches. You will need to disconnect the courtesy lamp
wire before moving the panel more than a few inches. Check that no other wires are connected
to the panel, then pull the panel away from the door. Once the panel is removed, take off the bar
holding the splash guard in place. Don't lose the two screws holding it on. Gently peel back the
splash guard to expose the opening to the door cavity. If there is adhesive holding the splash
guard in place, it is usually reusable type. Try to peel the guard back carefully to keep as much
adhesive on it as possible. This photo shows the lower window channel still in place. To free up
additional work space inside the door, remove the lower window channel. See photos 12, 12a
and 12b below. It only takes a minute and will give you allot more room to work. Photo 12a:
Remove the bolt holding the lower window channel in place at the bottom of the channel. There
is a clip on the top end that holds the lower channel to the upper channel. Feel or look inside
the door to see how the clip joins the two together before taking them apart. With bolt removed,
pull lower channel straight down until the upper clip slides off the upper channel. Photo 12b
shows the clip on the top end of the lower channel after it has been disjoined from the upper
channel. At this point in the tutorial, we will start showing more photos of the driver side door.
There are a few differences between sides so we will try to show as much detail as possible.
Next, remove the lock rod from the pawl white plastic piece OR remove the lock pawl from the
lock and leave the rod in the pawl. Either way is ok. Use a long nose pliers to squeeze the top or
bottom tab on the pawl while applying force on the lock rod toward the pawl opening. Apply
constant force on the rod and alternate pinching the pawl clips until the rod pops out. Another
trick, if you're having trouble releasing the rod from the pawl, is to use a screwdriver shaft
about the same size as the lock rod and put the shaft into the lock pawl open end. Then, push
the shaft toward the lock rod until they touch, then pull both the rod and screwdriver shaft out
at the same time. Place a towel or large rag below the handle to catch the c-clip if you drop it
down into the door cavity. Also in this step, remove the two nuts holding the door handle to the
door metal. Photo 13a shows both nuts along the top of the handle. If you are working on the
drivers door, read the next section about the Ford Anti-Theft Rotary Switch in the next section
now. If you don't see this switch on your lock cylinder, you can skip this part. The lock pawl has
been removed for clarity. Some vehicles may be equipped with Ford's Anti-Theft switch. Photo
14a shows how this switch mounts to the back of the lock cylinder. If your vehicle is equipped
with this switch, there are a couple of things to be aware of before moving it. The main thing is
to NOT rotate the inner portion of the switch with relation to the outer portion while handling the
switch. You can lift the switch straight off the lock without issue, just don't rotate the inner
portion and make sure you put it back on in the same orientation as it was. See Photo 14b. You
can also disconnect the switch at the connector end and leave the rotary portion on the lock.
This will allow you to feed the wire though the hole on the Jimmi Jammer plate for mounting.
Photo 14c. These photos were taken outside the door for clarity, but you should be able to get
them on without removing the door handle. It is worth the effort to put these on! With the lock
pawl and rod out of the way, put the provided circular clamp around the lock cylinder holder.
This helps strengthen the assembly making it much more difficult to punch the lock into the
door or otherwise break the lock holder. Photo 15b shows the clamp placed properly. Note that
clamp butts up against the lock cylinder holder clip. Photo 15a, installing clamp. This vehicle
did not have the Ford Anti Theft Rotary switch. Note the wires are on this side of the plate. To
position the plate, it helps to have both nuts off the handle mounting studs and to pull the
handle away from the body slightly from the outside. If your vehicle has the rotary switch, pass
the wires through the plate first, then mount the plate. Photo 16c shows how the edge of the
plate has a tab that slides into the area where the door jamb and outer door skin come together.
The passenger side will be very similar. This vehicle had the rotary switch in place, so it is
shown here properly installed. Vehicles without the switch will be the same, just without the
switch and wires. Test the operation of the lock using your key to make sure everything clears.
If the rod rubs slightly on the plate, that is not a problem, but you can also gently bend the lock
pawl outward slightly to avoid rubbing. Set the panel back onto the door. Make sure you have

reconnected any wires that were disconnected earlier, such as the lamp. Put the screw that held
the center of the panel in place back in place. Reference photo 4. Reconnect the switch and lock
module connectors and snap the module back in place. Test the lock switch and window to
make sure everything got connected correctly. Now you can place the window warning label in
the lower corner of the window. Place carefully since the adhesive on the stickers is really good.
Test the lock operation, window and other components one last time before starting the other
door. This completes the installation. You can put the door back together and start the other
side. All done? Photo 1 The first photo shows removal of the inner door handle shroud. Notice
that the window is in the up position. Photo 1. Photo 3 Disconnect the wires at the connector.
The next photo, 4 shows a close up of the bolt to remove. Photo 5 Shows removal of the screws
holding the panel in place. Photo 6 With panel screws all removed, carefully lift the door panel
up and away from the door, but only a few inches. Photo 7 Carefully disconnect the courtesy
lamp before moving the door panel away from the door. Photo 8 Check that no other wires are
connected to the panel, then pull the panel away from the door. Photo 9 Once the panel is
removed, take off the bar holding the splash guard in place. Photo 10 Gently peel back the
splash guard to expose the opening to the door cavity. Photo 11 - Driver side door view This
photo shows the lower window channel still in place. Removal of the lower window channel.
Make sure the window is all the way up. Photo 12c shows pulling the lower channel out of the
door. Now you will have extra room to work inside the door. Photo 12a Photo 12b Photo 12c. To
remove the rod from the pawl: Use a long nose pliers to squeeze the top or bottom tab on the
pawl while applying force on the lock rod toward the pawl opening. OR Leave the rod in the
pawl and take the lock pawl off the lock. Here's how to do that:: Place a towel or large rag below
the handle to catch the c-clip if you drop it down into the door cavity. Use a short screwdriver to
slide the c-clip off the lock. It usually comes off pretty easy. Then, lift the lock pawl off the lock.
This will make plate installation quite easy. Ford's Anti-theft Switch If you don't see this switch
on your lock cylinder, you can skip this part. Not all vehicles are equipped with this switch, but
if it is there, just use care in handling. Photos 15a and 15b These photos were taken outside the
door for clarity, but you should be able to get them on without removing the door handle. Photo
15a shows the clamp being put onto lock holder. This greatly increases the strength of this
assembly. Photo 15a, installing clamp Photo 15b, clamp around lock holder. Then, slip the plate
in place and push the handle back in. Put the nuts on the studs and snug them up. This acts as
a second anchor point for the plate and makes the assembly very strong. At this point, you can
put the lock pawl back on and insert the rod in the pawl. With everything in place, you are now
ready to re-attach your door panel. Photo 15 Put the splash guard back in place and reattach the
bracket that holds it in place. Photo 16 Set the panel back onto the door. Photo 17 Put the screw
that held the center of the panel in place back in place. Photo 18 Reattach the handle shroud
and put the remaining panel holding screws back in. Very Important: Test the lock operation,
window and other components one last time before starting the other door. Pictures below
show using this tool to remove the small trim panel behind the door handle, which is now a
breeze! This is hard to do one-handed so I could take a picture but you get the idea. With one
hand, open the door handle all the way, and with the other, pop the trim piece out with your new
pry tool. This is the back-side of the trim piece. Use a plastic interior pry tool set, something like
this. Recommend prying from the back first because it is straight the front is curved. Very small
flathead screw drivers are a help here just to get the plastic pry tool started. Be sure to unplug
the window switch and the door lock switch before setting the panel aside. They are different
shapes so you dont have to worry about mixing them up. The next one is tricky, but my plastic
interior set and some very small flat head screwdrivers came in handy. In the grab handle
pocket there is a small square trim piece. Pry up with whatever tools you see fit to expose the
screw underneath. Remove this screw. Sorry for the dirt. This picture shows one of the screws
at the bottom of the door panel that hold it to the door. The door panel is almost ready to come
off at this point. From here you lift up slightly on the door panel to begin removing it, but the
door handle cable will still be connected to the door handle. Disconnecting the door handle
cable is pretty simple. This is showing only the bottom hooks of the door panel still engaged
with the door so that you can see the door handle cable still connected. Use a small flathead to
gently push up on one of the tabs shown above. Use the flathead on the other side so both tabs
are ready to slide through the bracket. This picture shows the end of my cable with some
amber-colored grease on it. You can also see the slot in the handle itself. With the green tab
disengaged from its bracket, you swing the entire cable over so that the braided cable lines up
with that slot and you can lift up. You can also open the door handle with your other hand if you
like. Also, the rear door panels on Supercrews follow almost the exact same procedure, other
than having to take a small plastic bracket off. Love the pictures and explanations. I had to
remove the drivers side panel on my F to get to the speaker. I was lucky to pull it out using a

telescope magnet. This is the starting point. Connect with. Notify of. Oldest Newest Most Voted.
Inline Feedbacks. Andy Ceccarelli. Terms and Conditions. Here are 9 easy steps for removing
the inside door panel on Ford trucks. Gather all the required items, and you can do this at home
with these DIY methods. You can remove the inside door panel on Ford F by pulling the door
handle, remove the bottom bolts, lift the panel, release the electrical connectors, and remove
the cables in the frame. The main parts that keep the door panel intact are bolts, screws, and
hooks of plastic. The taking out of the setup is easy if you follow the right steps. The primary
tools for this are the same, although there is some variation according to requirement. For
example, whether you have to change the speakers or there is some repairing issue. The
process starts by pulling the handle at an angle of The entering of curved ended equipment
under the handgrip and pressing it inside out will fix the cover. The tool has a hooked edge will
conveniently put it off. This tool helps in preventing the scratching of the working part. The
angle in picking the cover is crucial as if the angle is wrong, that may break the plastic covert or
make it stuck. The fetching off concealment will expose two 8mm bolts under it. The next step is
taking off the bolt. You have to use the 8mm socket for removing the bolt under the handle. You
can replace a window switch on the pickup for better results. Force up the socket in a clockwise
direction and merely pry up bolts from its settings. Finally, move the handle from its actuation
panel and place it on the side. You must follow a careful working style so that the correct
reinstallation of the door is easy. You must place the two bolts safely aside. It is better to locate
them on or near the separated part. The two 6mm screws are present on the bottom of the
removing part. You can take off these bolts by 6mm socket. The putting of screwdriver with
head fixing of the proper size and then rotating it on a 6mm bolt will work best. Likewise, as
mentioned in other steps, place these with respective separated parts as you can relocate them
quickly. You can disable the backup beeper on your vehicle. Now grab the door and lift it
carefully. The proper process is first pulling and moving it to the front and then by slight push,
move it straight up. The appropriate pulling and pushing are necessary. It is essential because
moving the tools in directions without knowing its correct position may cause the problem to
internal setup. It may result in falling the board on the ground with a jerk, resulting in scratches.
The lifting process shows the plastic connectors behind it. You can add a kill switch at this
place and secure the vehicle. You have to take it slightly towards yourself while giving help with
the thigh. The supporting step is necessary to provide a suitable position for taking out
connected fixings. The proper method of releasing the connector is first pressing the tab in
which these are fixed and then taking them out by sliding straight away from the socket. This
assembly has control of master window function, lock door performance, and mirror sliding
enactment. The picking off assembly for each control is necessary. If there is any wire still
connected and take it out, applying pressure may disturb the entire settings that may require
repairing afterward. Press the plastic clip that features a tab in its hole. The rotating of the cable
perpendicularly can quickly be picking it from the handle. The nose pliers a pair of needle takes
out the plastic-based collar of the door. The pulling of the collar is easier by holding the two
prongs together. Then swing the opening cable and lifting the metal ball from the socket. You
must pick the cable accurately. The following incorrect angles may damage the wires or the
metal ball that may be stuck into the socket. After completely disintegrating the door
connections, if you have to take out speakers, use a 5. The socket of 11mm works on the side
mirrors. After gaining access to internal structures, there are some repair tips. The window
renovates in a better way while placing it in the correct position. It will help in easy detachment
of window glass. The underneath red squares show the window bolts. In a broken window, the
vacuum shop easily detaches all parts from the equipment. Similarly, if you are working with the
handles, for free removing use grease. You can make your pickup theft proof by adding the
required devices. For relocating the entire setup, place it towards the frame and give bottom
support with thighs. The next step is replacing the metal ball in the socket through cable. Now
point back the collar by swinging it. Then reconnect the connectors of the window and for
locking in their respective sockets. The process continues by inserting the lock branch at the
top corner. You have to reconnect plastic hooks in sockets on the backside. The lowering of the
gate section secures the hooks in the right position. The socket of 6mm size then tightens the
bottom. The tightening of the 8mm bolt by the socket is the next step. The location of this bolt is
behind the handle settings. You can also adjust the brakes of your pickup with these tools,
many fellows replace the front brake caliper on their vehicles. If there is any resistance in
separating the gate, check the bolts and tab, which may cause jamming. The main point in this
context is using the right socket for a specific bolt. The improper tool can cause stripping o the
bolt head resulting in difficulty in their amputation. It will consequently cause a problem in
reinstalling. You have to check the connections before the entire detachment. DO not use force,
as it can break the connector wires. So, confirm the complete clearance before compelling it

out. It is a must to remember is that although the general step guidance is the same for all Ford
vehicles regarding bolts, screws, hooks, and their numbers vary according to the models.
Related Articles. What are the Ford Truck Generations? Facebook WhatsApp. Depending on
what you will be doing once the door panel is off â€” for example, if you are replacing speakers
or the handles â€” you might need other specific tools as well. Follow these steps in the correct
order to ensure your door panel is loose before attempting to lift it off to avoid damage. We
suggest fully disconnecting all of the switch connectors at the end to completely remove the
door panel. Leaving it hanging while you work on the door can damage the switches and
wiring:. You can now fully remove your door panel and set it aside. Re-install your Ford F door
panel in the reverse order once you have completed your other repairs or speaker replacement.
Once your inner door panel is off, you have access to the window, lift mechanism, speaker and
other parts of your door. Here are a few tips for commo
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n repairs:. We invite you to share your tips on Ford F door panel removal in the comments
below! Your email address will not be published. Due to shipper and supplier delays, your order
may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience. Search Articles:. There are different
reasons for needing to remove the door panels in your Ford F â€” to replace your speakers,
repair a broken door handle, replace a busted window, etc. You will only need a few common
tools and a few minutes to remove your door panels and gain access to the inside of the door
and all of the door mechanisms. Leaving it hanging while you work on the door can damage the
switches and wiring: Pry up the small rectangular cover panel in the bottom of the door pull to
access the bolt. A hooked tool will keep you from scratching the door panel around the handle.
Unplug the two connectors for the master window switch, the door lock switch and mirror
switch. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

